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illusion english meaning cambridge dictionary
Jun 26 2024

illusion definition 1 an idea or belief that is not true 2 something that is not really what it seems to be 3 an learn more

illusion definition meaning merriam webster
May 25 2024

the meaning of illusion is a misleading image presented to the vision optical illusion how to use illusion in a sentence allusion
and illusion synonym discussion of illusion

illusion definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Apr 24 2024

an idea or belief that is not true or something that is not what it seems to be we have no illusions about how difficult the job
will be that clause i was under the illusion that trains ran frequently on weekends i wrongly believed this they managed to
create the illusion of space in a tiny apartment

illusion definition in american english collins english
Mar 23 2024

an illusion is something that appears to exist or be a particular thing but does not actually exist or is in reality something
else floor to ceiling windows can look stunning giving the illusion of extra height
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illusion noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage
Feb 22 2024

noun ɪˈluːʒn countable uncountable a false idea or belief especially about somebody or about a situation under the illusion
that she s under the illusion that believes wrongly that she ll get the job

illusion definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Jan 21 2024

an illusion is an act of deception some optical illusions are pretty cool to watch but an illusion can also point to an erroneous
belief or false perception of reality which is where you start getting into hallucination territory seeing things that aren t there

illusion definition meaning dictionary com
Dec 20 2023

illusion hallucination delusion refer to false perceptions or ideas an illusion is a false mental image produced by
misinterpretation of things that actually exist a mirage is an illusion produced by reflection of light against the sky

illusion noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage
Nov 19 2023

illusion noun ɪˈluʒn countable uncountable a false idea or belief especially about someone or about a situation she s under
the illusion that believes wrongly that she ll get the job
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illusion dictionaries and vocabulary tools for english
Oct 18 2023

a false perception of what one sees hears or otherwise senses the magician created the illusion in the mind of the audience
that the bird had disappeared the white walls give an illusion of greater light and space in the small room

illusion wikipedia
Sep 17 2023

an illusion is a distortion of the senses which can reveal how the mind normally organizes and interprets sensory stimulation
although illusions distort the human perception of reality they are generally shared by most people

illusion definition of illusion by the free dictionary
Aug 16 2023

1 a false appearance or deceptive impression of reality the mirror gives an illusion of depth 2 a false or misleading
perception or belief delusion he has the illusion that he is really clever 3 psychology psychol a perception that is not true to
reality having been altered subjectively in some way in the mind of the perceiver

illusion wiktionary the free dictionary
Jul 15 2023

illusion countable and uncountable plural illusions countable anything that seems to be something that it is not we saw what
looked like a tiger among the trees but it was an illusion caused by the shadows of the branches
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illusion wordreference com dictionary of english
Jun 14 2023

an illusion is a false mental picture of something that really exists a mirage is an illusion produced by the reflection of light
against the sky in other words the light really exists but we interpret what we see incorrectly

illusion synonyms 75 similar and opposite words merriam
May 13 2023

some common synonyms of illusion are delusion hallucination and mirage while all these words mean something that is
believed to be true or real but that is actually false or unreal illusion implies a false ascribing of reality based on what one
sees or imagines

illusion definition examples facts britannica
Apr 12 2023

illusions are special perceptual experiences in which information arising from real external stimuli leads to an incorrect
perception or false impression of the object or event from which the stimulation comes

illusion definition and meaning collins english dictionary
Mar 11 2023

noun 1 a false idea or conception belief or opinion not in accord with the facts 2 an unreal deceptive or misleading
appearance or image a large mirror giving the illusion of space in a small room 3 a a false perception conception or
interpretation of what one sees where one is etc
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illusions synonyms 73 similar and opposite words merriam
Feb 10 2023

synonyms for illusions fantasies visions dreams daydreams delusions phantasies unrealities ideas antonyms of illusions facts
realities actualities truths verities

examples of illusion optical and auditory yourdictionary
Jan 09 2023

the term illusion refers to something that is intended to deceive the senses or mislead perception illusions a way to trick the
eye some examples of illusions are optical illusions m c escher s artwork that is created to visually challenge the audience a
magician who cuts in half a box that has a person inside without cutting the person

list of optical illusions wikipedia
Dec 08 2022

list of optical illusions this is a list of visual illusions an afterimage or ghost image is a visual illusion that refers to an image
continuing to appear in one s vision after the exposure to the original image has ceased this type of illusions is designed to
exploit graphical similarities

illusion in literature definition examples supersummary
Nov 07 2022

an illusion ih loo zuhn is a false or deceptive image idea or impression or else a mistaken or erroneous perception illusions
are most commonly associated with tricks of the senses like optical and auditory illusions that deceive the eye or ear
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